PROCEEDINGS OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, IRRIGATION AND ADMINISTRATION,
THIRUVANNANTHAPURAM.

Present: K A Joshy

Sub:-Estt-Irrigation-Transfer and Postings of Assistant Engineers (Civil) -orders issued.

The following erratum/modifications are made in the orders read as above.

1) Serial No 39 of Order Sri Joykutty, Irrigation Section, Chavara is transferred and posted to KD Section, Ramankary is modified and posted to Minor Irrigation Section, Sasthankotta.

2) Serial No 59 of Order Smt Radhamony KS, Quality Control Section, Aluva is transferred and posted to Navigation Section, Kakanadu is modified and posted to Irrigation Investigation Section, Aluva in place of Smt Dhanya K Sankar transferred.

3) Smt Dhanya K sankar, Irrigation Investigation Section, Aluva is transferred and posted to Minor Irrigation Section Moolamattom in existing vacancy.

4) Serial No 59 of Order Smt Sukanya S, O/o the Chief Engineer,Kuttanad Package, Alappuzh is transferred and posted to Minor Irrigation Section, Kundara is modified and posted to KIP(O&M) Section No 13/14, Charumoodu.

5) Serial No 65 of Order Smt Jiji Kumari MG, Quality Control Section, Kollam is transferred and posted to KIP(O&M) Section No 13/14, Charumoodu is modified and posted to Minor Irrigation Section, Kundara.

6) Serial No 88 of Order Smt Ambika KC ,CP Section No 2/1, Eswaramangalam is erroneously noted as CP Section No 1/1 Eswaramangalam is corrected as CP Section No 2/1, Eswaramangalam.

7) Serial No 89 of Order Sri Shafreeque Rahman PK, Cauvery Section, Mananthawadi is transferred and posted to CP Section No 2/1, Eswaramangalam erroneously noted as CP Section No 1/1 Eswaramangalam is corrected as CP Section No 2/1, Eswaramangalam.

8) Serial No 115 of Order Sri Hamzakoya M , Minor Irrigation Section, Nilambur is erroneously noted as Irrigation Section Kondotty is corrected as Minor Irrigation Section, Nilambur.
9) Serial No 114 of Order Smt Jyothi P, Irrigation Section, Malappuram is transferred and posted to Irrigation Section Kondotty is Modified and posted to Minor Irrigation Section Nilambur in place of Sri Hamzakoya M transferred.

10) Sri Mujeeb Rahman, KyIP Canal Section No 1, Kakody is transferred and posted to Cauvery Section, Mananthawadi in existing vacancy.

11) Smt Vijila K Hydrology Section, Mananthawadi is transferred and posted to Hydrology Section Payyannur in place of Smt Asharaj V transferred.

12) Smt Sujatha KT, KyIP Section, Vatakara is transferred and posted to KyIP Canal Section No 1, Kakody in place of Sri Mujeeb Rahman transferred.

Sd/-
Chief Engineer

The above incumbents shall join duty at the new station forthwith and inform to this office at earliest. The Chief Engineers/Superintending Engineers/Executive Engineers/Assistant Executive Engineers are directed to collect the order from website and issue relieving/posting order to the concerned officers immediately.

To
The Individuals

Copy to the Accountant General (A&E), Kerala, Branch Thrissur, PIN 680 020.
Copy to www.irrigation.kerala.gov.in
Copy to the Chief Engineer/Superintending Engineer/Executive Engineer/Assistant Executive Engineer.
Stock File/Spare.

Forwarded/By Order

Administrative Assistant